
APRIL 30, 1979 NO. 4019 TYPE NETWORKS 
(Card No. 6) 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

No. 4019A W: Designated REG INTERFACE. Used in conjunction with a line-connecting network, provides the necessary inter
face between digital and analog facilities to allow data transmission over analog systems of the proper band width. Regula
tion of the input signal is provided to ensure correct de restoration. 

No. 4019A Y: Designated ERR RATE ALM. A detector of bipolar violations, which are indicated by a flashing lamp, located on 
the network, and a lamp on the associated line-connecting panel, and by central office audible and visual alarms. 

No. 4019BD: Designated as XMTG GTS TOLL. Provides for voiceband limiting to approach toll requirements and provides 
sampling under the control of the transmitting counter network of the voice signal to obtain a corresponding pulse amplitude 
modulated signal. 

No. 4019BH: Designated DIGIT GENERATOR. Provides a repeating series of digital pulses accurately controlled by the net
work (No . 4019A) for use in various timing applications in the 24-channel PCM bank type Dl. 

No. 4019BS: Designated XMTG DIB SIG. Provides for combining framing, coding, and signaling pulses in the 24-channel PCM 
bank type DIB, to form a composite unipolar signal. This signal is in turn converted to a bipolar signal for forwarding to the 
transmission line through the alarm unit. The signaling pulses are transmitted only during the first two of a four-frame period 
format. · 

No. 4019BT: Designated RCVG DIB SIG. Converts the incoming composite bipolar signal from the transmission line to a unipolar 
signal and extracts signaling pulses during a particular frame period required for use in the receiving channel of the 24-
channel PCM bank type DIB. 

No. 4019CA: Designated XMTG TMG 1/8 or 2/8. Used for multiplexing data and voice channels over a single Tl line signal. 
Through the use of option straps may be operated with 1 group rate data channel and 21 voice channels or 2 group rate data 
channels and 18 voice channels . 

No. 4019CB: Designated RCVG TMG 1/8 or 2/8. Used to separate the data and voice channels from Tl line signal. Through the 
use of option straps may be operated with 1 group rate data channel and 21 voice channels or 2 group rate datil channels and 
18 voice channels. 
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( ") Replaces No. 4019D. 
(**) Replaces No. 4019H. 
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